


Nearly 80 years ago the Roberts family fell in love with and settled in the wilds of Kenya, and we have been 
exploring ever since. 

EXPERTISE



For nearly half a century, we have shared our passion for the wildlife, landscape and cultures of this endlessly entrancing 
country with guests and friends, through our mobile camps.



Our custom made, private, mobile camps are set up for a few days or weeks, at the specifications of individual guests, 
at wild locations throughout Kenya.

EXPERIENCE



From the rugged landscapes and unique tribal cultures of Northern Kenya, to the forests of the Matthews Range, to the wild-
life rich plains of the Maasai Mara, our mobile camps allow you the flexibility to experience the beauty and solitude of rarely 
visited destinations, with exceptional wildlife and fascinating tribal encounters.



Our luxury mobile camps are designed to provide a high level of comfort – spacious and airy sleeper tents with en-suite  
dressing rooms and bathrooms, custom-made furniture and the finest linens, serviced by our attentive safari staff.



Large and beautifully appointed ‘mess’ tents, for dining and relaxing, combining the romantic feel of the classic safari era 
with modern necessities such as solar fridges for ice cold drinks.



World class cuisine, showcasing our love of organic and fresh food.



Each camp is hosted by Ross and Caro or one of our expert safari guides. Our team of professional and experienced safari 
staff have worked with us for years and we hugely value their dedication and attention to detail.



Activities are tailored to our individual guests and vary depending on where your camp is located. 

ACTIVITIES



Activities can range from game drives and picnic excursions to wild walking and swimming, quad biking, fishing, 
and cultural, wildlife and landscape adventures by land or air.





Most days end with sundowners and stories around the campfire, under Africa’s glorious night sky, dissecting the day’s 
adventures and planning for the next.



This is how lifetime memories are made




